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About This Game

Explore the world with puzzles, fancy mechanisms and dangerous enemies!

Super Jet Juck is a dynamic platformer game full of skirmishes, puzzles and adventures. Join the heroic team - the fearless
soldiers Juck and Tom on an exciting and dangerous journey.

You can play the game either alone or together on one computer!

So, you are the captain of a special unit of the army sent to the study of an abandoned space station. Your task is to destroy all
defensive systems that have gone out of control!
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Dnovel
Publisher:
Dnovel
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2018
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As a guy who grew up in the 90's playing old skool point & clicks (Broken Sword, Monkey Island etc) I'd just like to thank the
devs for making this game. It really paid homage to that classic P&C style, yet still managed to become a classic of its own. The
animation was insanely nice as well, and a nice little twist in the plot is always a plus! I only wish it were longer.... Fighting was
easy. The hard part was figuring out where the hell to go on the poorly marked map. I have finally given up on a mission that is
bugged out and will not end.

Do not buy. :(. Short and simple: Terrible combat.
I already regret this purchase after like 30 min of gameplay.. You can choose not to start playing the story of the game and you
get an achievement for it. 10/10

Loved the first episode and got nothing less from this one.
Witty, stupid, fun. Item descriptions are even more ridiculous.
More silly characters and enemies.
And the graphics are even better, too!
Thoroughly examine the binocerus testicles. Don't forget.. Great little puzzle game with a relaxing atmosphere and approachable
mechanics. Nails the minimalism while having a silky smooth progression and avoiding becoming too overwhelming in the later
levels. I highly recommend SiNKR for times when you just want to sit back, relax, and solve a few puzzles.. Probably the best
Artifex Mundi game I have played so far. Simply great.. buy a wheel or controller to enjoy this game
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Falsely advertised as free, you can't do anything without paying.. Fun game mechanics mired by severe balance issues. If you're
a fan of card games, the campaign and sealed tournaments will provide some entertainment value.

Unfortunately the player population is low due to a combination of factors.

1. Price to complete a deck is insanely high, I almost have 2-4x of every rare in a set, opening what feels like 50-60 packs, and I
still have 0 of the "epic" rarity card I'm chasing. Crafting system is undeveloped and the resulting cards are based on RNG.
Consecutive patches have increased the price of packs and removed gold rewards for time spent playing the game. A cautionary
sign of a company trying to milk the last drops of money from a game.

2. Game balance is a joke. The ways to kill or invalidate creatures have become so mana efficient, that there are only three deck
types left playable. Gear (enchantment) decks, rush decks, or control decks that only have overpowered creatures in it (Either a
2 mana creature that comes into play and tutors a specific card in your deck, that typically generates more mana, and also
returns 2 mana on death, Or a 3 mana creature that in the equivalent of MTG would be a 3 mana 0/3 that comes into play and
gives something three -1 atk counters and gives itself three +1 atk counters, and also happens to resist burn dmg. EDIT: They
just released a hero that can morph all creatures that cost 3 mana or more into 1/1 peasants. A hero ability. It costs 0 mana. But
it's balanced because you're probably gonna need to spend money to unlock it as the patch also reduces your gold gained from
playing the game.

3. The majority of the vocal population in the game have played for 2-3 years, and numbers somewhere between 40-100 players
from what I can tell. These people all resist change zealously and are blinded by fear of their overpowered cards getting nerfed
and becoming unable to trash new players with a blindfold on.

4. Very little player-to-player interaction in the game. There are no "events" and the daily quest is always the same, start 10
matches vs an AI opponent, go to menu, and select surrender. Yep, that's right. The daily quest every 18 hours, is always the
same, and involves selecting surrender 10 times in a row to earn 20 cents. Guild battles are done entirely through AI. When you
attack a guild, the AI takes control of the defenders deck. The AI algorithm also cheats as it selects the best play based on
simulations of every possible play, meaning all guild defense decks rely on cards with RNG as it is predicted by the AI.

If you're used to a game like Hearthstone giving you cards everyday like candy, this game tries its hardest to screw over new
players and prevent you from getting cards. If you are going to spend money, it's highly recommended to use the real money
currency to buy singles, as the packs are all a trap. In fact, some of the cards are only obtainable with the real money currency
(Tribes 2 set).

Overall the vibe I'm getting from the developers is one of indifference, they seem to have given up on drawing in new players. I
do recommend CCG fans give it a try at least though, as the game is fun for the first 5-10 hours and it's free.. Fun little puzzles
and an intriguing, if disappointingly cryptic, story. Slight grammatical oddities in the English version that make dialogue seem
unnatural, but I apply a curve to this, as this developer is not from an English speaking country and meaning is not generally lost.

If you like Sudoku-esque puzzles and Her Story-esque storytelling, it's worth it at sale price of <3, as of my purchase.. Fun game
to pass the time. The gold vs silver medals makes you want to play until your entire screen is gold.. This game...Is a wart on the
face of gaming. The game is terrible for what it is, does, and even stands for. They lure you in with the thought of "Infiltrate a
base" and blah blah blah. This game, its screen shots are lies. This game is a peek a boo game. Meaning you literally jump out of
cover, shoot, go back into cover and pray to God you hit something wtih your guns. The sounds of the guns are laughable.
Cover? Oh im sorry. Did you mean the thing that you go behind to save your life and make sure the enemy doesnt hit you?
Sorry, the cover is only available at certain parts and doesnt help much if you have guys on other places and levels of height.
You might think "Oh height? Isnt that what happens in real life?" Yeah, but the people dont DUCK 4 inches down and say "I'm
safe." The game has QTE events that are just...Why? WHY?! I played 20 minutes of this game and I requested for a refund. Its
a terrible game. The guns are so stupid looking, sounds stupid and even one level says "Stay quiet" before you get shot at by a
company of enemies. Remeber, this is an on rail shooter, meaning you cant get caught unless you do something stupid like shoot
randomly or the game just says "Be quiet...NOT." Stay away at all cost! The game looks great in the screenshots but upclose?
ITS A MESS! STAY AWAY!. Tons of typos. Background music that doesn't loop properly (there's an annoying click and a
break when it loops, and it loops every 10 seconds), annoying gameplay where you die and die and grind and have to collect
money just to make it through the first level. No thanks. Play Space Run instead, you'll thank me later.
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Upgrade discount now available:
Finally the upgrade discount for owners of EMERGENCY 2016 or EMERGENCY 2017 is available.

In addition to any other discount you can get EMERGENCY 20 66% off until the 21st of December, if you have
EMERGENCY 2016 or EMERGENCY 2017 in your steam library.. EMERGENCY 20 now available on Steam!:
EMERGENCY 20 is now available on Steam. It contains 10 classic missions from EMERGENCY 1-4 re-imagined in our most
recent technology. Now you can relive the atmosphere of the older titles and enjoy the wonderful current graphics at the same
time. In addition, EMERGENCY 20 contains all content from EMERGENCY 5, EMERGENCY 2016 and EMERGENCY
2017.

For our long-term fans we have included video clips featuring EMERGENCY-Creator Ralph Stock talking about the history and
design of every one of the original missions.. Server maintenance on August 8th/9th 2018:
Starting on Wednesday (8th of August 2018) and ending on Thursday (9th of August 2018) necessary server maintenance will
be performed. EMERGENCY 5, EMERGENCY 2016, EMERGENCY 2017 and EMERGENCY 20 will be affected.

Multiplayer will only be reliably possible through direct connection or with opened ports and you will be unable to download
patches.

Maintenance schedule:

12:00 PM noon – 11:00 PM (PDT)

07:00 PM – 06:00 AM (UTC)

09:00 PM - 07:00 AM (CEST)

Other games and services will not be affected by the maintenance.. New Patch for EMERGENCY PC released:
Patch 4.2.0 brings improvements for modders and smaller bug fixes.

The patch will be applied automatically through Steam.

Patchnotes:

Gameplay

 Fixed error with updating fire and injury bars in Multiplay clients

 Fixed error that could cause switch boxes to become unusuable after being on fire

Modding

 PersonAnimationController can now be overloaded

 Added missing API exports

 Expanded API with additional features (e.g. vehicle sirens, limits to zoom/pitch, automatic extinguishing)

 Added more code snippets to the SDK (e.g. unit logic, target points, multiplayer and editor functions)

. EMERGENCY 4 Deluxe re-released now!:
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EMERGENCY 4 Deluxe is now available on Steam.

Have fun with the classic gameplay in the campaign, free play and multiplayer!

If you want even more EMERGENCY CLASSICS in your library, check the bundle to get a discount on EMERGENCY 3 and
EMERGENCY 4 Deluxe!
. Patch 4.1.0 is now available:
Patch 4.1.0 has just been released and brings new improvements and some bugfixes. As always it will be downloaded and
installed automatically here on Steam.

As many of you already noticed Steam trading cards have been online for some time now. And we have added some
EMERGENCY 20 themed wallpapers to our website.[world-of-emergency.com]

Thank you for your feedback and your help in finding and identifying issues!

Patchnotes:

Gameplay:

EMERGENCY 5

Hamburg flood, one car would sometimes not spawn after repeating the mission
EMERGENCY 2016

Supermarket robbery, the robbers now take much longer to escape
EMERGENCY 20

Tornado, fixed the collision of a fence

Train Crash, fixed that one person could be placed inside a train after being freed

Fixed the door of a taxi in the mass collision event

Tires will now always be towed with cars in the mass collision event

Nuclear disaster, evacuation vehicle now always has just 6 seats
Improved visualization of towing rotated cars

Improved behaviour of the weather when repeating missions

The rescue dog team now no longer can be unresponsive after getting into and out of their car

The supervisor will stop giving tips after the mission has already failed
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Command icons in the help screen will now properly switch when switching between units pages

A purely decorative pier in Munich can no longer be used to get units onto the water

Fixed a rare instance where firemen ran to the edge of the map, when ordered to cut open a vehicle

Multiplayer:

Improved performance for clients

Backstage-videos:

Added new functions to the video player

Steam:

Improved synchronization with the WORLD of EMERGENCY accounts for achievements earned on Steam

Modding:

Expanded Code to make modding for multiplayer easier and added a sample plugin to the SDK

„Custom“ light animations now properly use animation speeds

Animations for vehicles are now moddable (turntable ladder, heavy tow truck, tow truck, motor boat transport)
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